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Introduction

• Anonymity is a cherished principle
– Traditional: voting, peer review
– Online: email, polls

• But comes with a steep cost?
– Traditional: ballot stuffing
– Online: Poll stuffing, Spam
– Sybil Attacks



Wrong Approach

• Pervasive Identification
– Tradeoff between anonymity and accountability?
– Leads to a big-brother society

• Disposability, not Anonymity alone, is the real
problem with online identity
– Little incentive to behave if new accounts are free
– If accounts are not free, then there is incentive to

behave



Proposal: Sybil Resistance

• A basic public utility
– Sybil protection like Fire/Police protection
– Apply generically to many situations

•Not just to single organization

– Combine Online & traditional cases
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Existing Identity Allocation
• Government issued ID’s

– Social Security numbers
– Passport, driver’s license
– Voter registration

• Purchasable resources
– IP addresses
– CPU time, network bandwidth
– Cell phone numbers [gmail]
– Credit card numbers
– Fake IDs
– User time to solve CAPTCHAs



Properties of existing solutions

• Too many choices
• Technical Attacks

– Can be very bad (Spam)

• Social Attacks
– Depends on participants, never perfect



Example Attacks



Right Approach: Accountable
Pseudonyms

• Generic Public Utility
– usable for all online services

• Make creating duplicate identities hard
• Preserve anonymity
• One body, one pseudonym per service

– Keep link between user’s pseudonyms
private



An Offline Foundation
for Online Pseudonyms

• Physically attend a nearby party
– Once a year on a particular day?

• Get a paper certificate
– Hand stamp to prevent duplicates

• Redeem certificate for one online pseudonym
account
– Acts as a generator for service-specific pseudonyms
– Guarantees one-body, one-pseudonym property
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Federated Parties

• Need many parties so that everyone can
find one to attend
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Trust Relationships

• Monitoring Needed at all levels
– Account Providers
– Party Entrance
– Federations

• Performance as good (or bad) as
members



Bootstrap: Incentives

• Why should I be a user
– Pseudonym account gets me past annoyances of

fully anonymous accounts:
• spam filters, CAPTCHAs, waiting periods, …

• Why should I be an organizer
– Pragmatic: Because I’m a service and want to have

users
– Political: Want to support online democracy



Operating Costs

• Short term
– Scales with user interest
– More users encourages more services

• Long term
– Cost should be similar to elections, but for a more

general utility
– Democratic societies accept these costs as

worthwhile



Discussion

• “Pseudonym parties may be the worst
way of distributing access to online sites
and services, except for all the others
that have been tried”

--Anonymous Reviewer, with apologies to Churchill



Related Work

• Unreplaceable Pseudynyms [Friedman & Resnick]

• PGP key signing parties
• SybilGuard, SybilLimit [Yu, Kaminsky, Gibbons, Xiao]

• Sybil DHT [Lesniewski-Laas]



List of Questions

• What if I miss this year’s party?
• What happens when my pseudonym

account server breaks or shuts down?
• What if my account is stolen?
• Can {rich evil person} get a pile of

identities by paying people to attend?



Summary

• Accountable pseudonyms
• One person, one persona per service
• Maintain privacy
• Implementation Sketch: Pseudonym Parties

– Operation & costs similar to elections
– Grown organically
– Usable for many services


